Effects of the deep anterior oblique and dorsoradial ligaments on trapeziometacarpal joint stability.
Osteoarthritis of the trapeziometacarpal (TMC) joint of the thumb affects as many as 25% of postmenopausal women and 5% of middle-aged men. This study investigated the relative contribution of the dorsoradial ligament (DRL) and the deep anterior oblique ligament (dAOL) to the stability of the TMC joint. This knowledge will improve our understanding of the pathomechanics of osteoarthritis at the base of the thumb and may help to design novel reconstructive surgical procedures. Seventeen intact cadaver hands were dissected to reveal the DRL and dAOL. Either the DRL or dAOL was transected randomly, physiologic muscle loads were applied to simulate lateral key pinch or thumb opposition, or a 3-dimensional magnetic tracking system was used to record the position of the thumb metacarpal relative to the trapezium. The differences in the 3-dimensional positions between the control and transected states were determined. In lateral pinch, transection of the DRL resulted in a mean increased 3-dimensional translation of 1.3 mm, whereas transection of the dAOL resulted in a mean increased 3-dimensional translation of 0.6 mm. Statistically significant 2-dimensional findings in lateral pinch after transecting the DRL or dAOL included an increased palmar subluxation of 0.3 mm and 0.2 mm, an increased radial (1.0 mm) and ulnar (0.3 mm) translation, and an increased pronation of 4.1 degrees and 2.4 degrees, respectively. In thumb opposition, transection of the DRL resulted in a mean increased 3-dimensional translation of 1.0 mm, whereas transection of the dAOL resulted in a mean increased 3-dimensional translation of 0.5 mm. In most degrees of freedom of metacarpal movement relative to the trapezium, the DRL is relatively more important than the dAOL in providing stability to the TMC joint.